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·1· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Good evening,

·2· ·everyone.· We're going to get started.· My name

·3· ·is Lori Lightfoot.· I am President of the

·4· ·Chicago Police Board.· I am calling the meeting

·5· ·to order.

·6· · · · We begin the meeting by welcoming a new

·7· ·member to the Police Board, that's John

·8· ·O'Malley, who has directed security for William

·9· ·Blair and Company.· He has a long history of

10· ·experience with law enforcement.· The City

11· ·Council approved Mayor Emanuel's appointment of

12· ·Mr. O'Malley on January 25th.· Welcome to the

13· ·Board, John.

14· · · · MR. O'MALLEY:· Thank you.

15· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· The first item of

16· ·business is approval of the minutes of the

17· ·Board's regular public meeting held January

18· ·19th, 2017.· Is there a motion to approve the

19· ·minutes?

20· · · · MS. FRY:· So moved.

21· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Second?

22· · · · MR. FOREMAN:· Second.

23· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· All those in favor?

24· · · · · · · · · (Unanimous ayes.)



·1· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Any opposed?· The

·2· ·motion passes.

·3· · · · Our next regular public meeting will be on

·4· ·Thursday, March 16th, at 7:30 p.m. here at

·5· ·Chicago Public Safety Headquarters.

·6· · · · At this time, I ask for a motion to close

·7· ·a series of executive sessions for the purposes

·8· ·of considering personnel matters and

·9· ·litigation, as authorized by Sections

10· ·2(c)(1),(3),(4), and (11) of the Illinois Open

11· ·Meetings Act.· Is there such a motion?

12· · · · MR. FOREMAN:· So moved.

13· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Second?

14· · · · MS. FRY:· Second.

15· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· All those in favor?

16· · · · · · · · · (Unanimous ayes.)

17· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Any opposed?· The

18· ·motion passes.

19· · · · A report of disciplinary actions taken by

20· ·the Board during the previous month has been

21· ·made available at this evening's meeting.· This

22· ·report and the Board's written Findings and

23· ·Decisions are posted on the Board's website.

24· · · · The Police Board, as authorized the



·1· ·Opening Meetings Act, has considered in a

·2· ·closed meeting disciplinary cases.· The Board

·3· ·will now take final action on these cases.

·4· · · · Regarding case number 16 PB 2921, the

·5· ·Superintendent filed charges to discharge

·6· ·Police Officer David Cano from the Chicago

·7· ·Police Department for testing positive for

·8· ·illegal drugs.· The Superintendent subsequently

·9· ·moved to withdraw the charges without prejudice

10· ·because respondent resigned from the CPD.

11· · · · Is there a motion to grant the

12· ·Superintendent's motion to withdraw the

13· ·charges?

14· · · · MR. FOREMAN:· So move.

15· · · · MR. EADDY:· Second.

16· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· All in favor?

17· · · · · · · · · (Unanimous ayes.)

18· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· All board members

19· ·signified by raising their hand.· In favor are

20· ·Board Members Foreman, Delgado, Eaddy, Flores,

21· ·Fry, O'Malley, Simpson, Sweeney, and myself.

22· ·The motion passes by unanimous vote.

23· · · · Regarding case number 15 PB 2896, is there

24· ·a motion to find that Police Officer Francisco



·1· ·Perez guilty of failing to identify the

·2· ·appropriate target or take reasonable

·3· ·precautions prior to discharging his fire arm

·4· ·into an automobile, and to discharge him from

·5· ·the Chicago Police Department?

·6· · · · MR. FOREMAN:· So moved.

·7· · · · MR. SIMPSON:· Second.

·8· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· All in favor?

·9· · · · · · · · · (Unanimous ayes.)

10· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· May I have a show of

11· ·hands?· No opposed.· Those voting in favor are

12· ·Board Members Foreman, Delgado, Eaddy, Flores,

13· ·Fry, Simpson, Sweeney, and myself.· The motion

14· ·passes.

15· · · · Is there a motion to adopt the written

16· ·findings and decision that has been reviewed by

17· ·all Board members who participated in the case?

18· · · · MR. SIMPSON:· So moved.

19· · · · MR. EADDY:· Second.

20· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· All in favor?

21· · · · · · · · · (Unanimous ayes.)

22· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· All Board members

23· ·except new Board member O'Malley are voting in

24· ·favor of the motion by saying aye, signifying



·1· ·aye.

·2· · · · The Board's decisions in the cases in

·3· ·which we took final action will be entered as

·4· ·of today's date, and will be issued to the

·5· ·parties.· A copy of the written decisions will

·6· ·be posted on the Board's website within 10

·7· ·business days pursuant to Municipal Code of

·8· ·Chicago.

·9· · · · The general orders and other directives

10· ·issued by the Superintendent of Police during

11· ·previous months are listed in the books made

12· ·available at this evening's meeting and are

13· ·posted on the Police Department's website.

14· · · · The next item is Superintendent's report

15· ·to the Board.· Superintendent Johnson?· John.

16· · · · SUPERINTENDENT JOHNSON:· Good evening.  I

17· ·am going to make my remarks brief tonight to

18· ·give you all time to listen to the valued

19· ·comments.· If you can just bear with me for a

20· ·moment.

21· · · · Some things have happened over the past

22· ·week that I think is on everybody's mind.· We

23· ·lost three small children to gun fire, a

24· ·two-year-old, 11-year-old and 12-year-old.



·1· · · · When I became Superintendent, I gave you

·2· ·all my word that I would work hard to reform

·3· ·CPD and make CPD better.· Because if I can do

·4· ·that, we make Chicago better, and I am working

·5· ·on that.

·6· · · · Some of the things, the deficiencies

·7· ·within CPD didn't happen overnight so they

·8· ·won't be corrected overnight, but I can assure

·9· ·you all I am seeing the new point in the right

10· ·direction.

11· · · · Those three little innocent lives didn't

12· ·have to be lost.· One of them, Takiya Holmes,

13· ·we were able to arrest the offender and get

14· ·charges placed on him within a couple of days,

15· ·and that was because the community stepped up

16· ·and helped us identify the person, gave us what

17· ·we needed to bring charges.· So I am going to

18· ·ask you all two things tonight, or three

19· ·things; first thing is I promise you all we are

20· ·working towards reforming CPD.· We are.· We

21· ·are.· We're working towards that.· Bear with

22· ·me.· We'll get there.

23· · · · The second thing is, I really, really need

24· ·you all, as members of the community, to work



·1· ·with us to bring these violent offenders and

·2· ·hold them accountable for their actions,

·3· ·because here's --

·4· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Let him finish,

·5· ·Mr. Russell.· You'll have your moment.  I

·6· ·promise you.

·7· · · · SUPERINTENDENT JOHNSON:· So if we can work

·8· ·together to reduce this gun violence, our

·9· ·children will have a chance to grow up and

10· ·become the people that they have a right to

11· ·become.

12· · · · Last thing I am going to ask you all, is I

13· ·am turning CPD, but also I need you alls help

14· ·when it comes to helping push for economic

15· ·reform, support for the impoverished

16· ·communities and holding repeat gun offenders

17· ·accountable for their crimes.

18· · · · Last year we had 766 murders in the City

19· ·of Chicago.· The vast majority were

20· ·African-American people.

21· · · · AUDIENCE MEMBER:· Can you repeat that?

22· · · · SUPERINTENDENT JOHNSON:· The vast majority

23· ·of the murders victims last year were

24· ·African-Americans.· So I am asking you all to



·1· ·give me time, but we will work to reform CPD

·2· ·but I need you alls help in helping us bring

·3· ·these people that kill other people

·4· ·accountable.· Thank you.

·5· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Thank you,

·6· ·Superintendent.· I will now call upon the

·7· ·members of the public who signed up in advance

·8· ·to speak.· When your name is called, please

·9· ·step up to the microphone and ask you limit

10· ·your comments to two minutes in deference to

11· ·the list of folks who will be called after you

12· ·that come from all parts of the city and want

13· ·an opportunity to speak to the Board and to the

14· ·Superintendent and staff.

15· · · · I also wanted to say I appreciate the

16· ·Superintendent marking today's meeting and

17· ·beginning with recognizing the senseless

18· ·killing of that is happening all across our

19· ·city, in particular, I think all of us have a

20· ·heavy heart with the loss of life of these

21· ·innocent children.· We all need to take moments

22· ·to reflect on what we can do to improve the

23· ·quality of life for everyone in our city so

24· ·that another mother and father doesn't have to



·1· ·bury an incident child who is struck and killed

·2· ·by stray gun fire.· First speaker, Pamela Hunt.

·3· · · · MS. HUNT:· Good evening.

·4· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Welcome back.

·5· · · · MS. HUNT:· Thank you.· Good evening.

·6· · · · To Superintendent Johnson, I just want to

·7· ·state that we do recognize that there is an

·8· ·issue with the violence in the community, but

·9· ·my concern is it's almost as if CPD offers an

10· ·excuse for the police brutality because they

11· ·work in high-crime communities.· There really

12· ·should be no correlation.· So Betty Jones was

13· ·murdered and she was murdered.· And the police

14· ·officer who committed that crime, he is not

15· ·being charged.· That is problematic for black

16· ·people.· How much are black people expected to

17· ·take?

18· · · · Now, I live in one of those communities

19· ·that is inundated with crime.· I know what

20· ·happens when I try to contact the alderman and

21· ·the police department.· So when you talk about

22· ·resources, we have a mayor who has not issued

23· ·the same amount of resources on the west and

24· ·south side as he has in the north and loop.



·1· ·Then prior to that you have years of Daley, the

·2· ·discrimination and the racism, and see I always

·3· ·bring it back to the racism.· And I want

·4· ·everybody to be clear here, you do to any other

·5· ·community what has been done to the black

·6· ·community, you get the same result.· You

·7· ·deprive any area of financial resources,

·8· ·education, you destabilize it, you get the same

·9· ·result.· So you are asking how to bring crime

10· ·down?· Of course it's about jobs, of course

11· ·it's about education, but it's also about

12· ·having a mayor that cares about the entire

13· ·city.

14· · · · Now, I am going to ask you this

15· ·specifically about the hiring of the 1,000

16· ·officers.· I understand that you want us to be

17· ·the change, black people to be the change,

18· ·black people to work and apply for the

19· ·positions.· You want us to be the change.

20· · · · What change are you asking from the white

21· ·community?· I think that's a fair question.

22· ·What change are they going to present to deal

23· ·with their racist officers, the people that

24· ·they raise and they're now on the force?· So I



·1· ·don't know what change they're going to bring.

·2· · · · Betty Jones, that is disgraceful.· The

·3· ·three young children?· That's disgraceful, but

·4· ·you have officers with education, professionals

·5· ·who are committing these crimes.· Whereas on

·6· ·the other hand, you have people who might be on

·7· ·drugs.

·8· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Ms. Hunt, your time

·9· ·is up.

10· · · · MS. HUNT:· I know.· Thank you.

11· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Mr. Reid, are you

12· ·going to speak also?

13· · · · MR. REID:· I am standing in support.

14· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Good evening,

15· ·Ms. Reid.

16· · · · MS. REID:· I want to point out that the

17· ·people who are standing are -- I am part of the

18· ·organization with them, the Central Austin

19· ·Neighborhood Association, so they come to show

20· ·support and concern as well.

21· · · · We're here after six years of calling 911

22· ·at least weekly, six years informing the police

23· ·of the same locations of crime and drugs, six

24· ·years of attending CAPS meetings, six years of



·1· ·meeting with the police commander and forming

·2· ·16 Block Association which goes from Madison to

·3· ·the Corcoran, from Austin to Menard, taking

·4· ·better government association watch dog

·5· ·training, and we don't know our beat officers

·6· ·and we live in a shooting gallery.

·7· · · · My topic is linking police activities and

·8· ·performance evaluations to the police

·9· ·department mission for community policing.

10· ·There's a disconnect.· To be affective the

11· ·performance management process for police

12· ·officers must be firmly tied to the police

13· ·department strategy and objectives.· The key is

14· ·to clearly articulate for each officer the

15· ·objectives and competency requirements in a way

16· ·that facilitates and ensures the successful

17· ·achievement of the organizations so-called

18· ·strategy and mission for community policing.

19· ·The police department has stated that part of

20· ·its mission is to develop a positive

21· ·relationship with the community.· Officers

22· ·should be able to see a direct link between

23· ·what they do and the Department's goals.· These

24· ·links should be evident in the officer's



·1· ·performance plan and management and tied to

·2· ·compensation and promotional opportunities.

·3· · · · Positive community relationship building

·4· ·activities should be included among the

·5· ·performance metrics regularly applied to police

·6· ·officers.· Our extensive research, which

·7· ·included a recent meeting with the deputy

·8· ·director of community policing, has informed us

·9· ·this critical step has not been taken.· Police

10· ·officers do not have objectives and competency

11· ·requirements related to the development of

12· ·positive community engaging activities.

13· ·There's no reward for getting out of your car

14· ·and saying hello to anyone.· Until these

15· ·elements are translated in measurable

16· ·indicators of success and reflected in

17· ·management officers performance plans, this

18· ·failure will continue to contribute to the

19· ·overall failure of the community policing

20· ·strategy.

21· · · · I understand there's a task force working

22· ·with police and if there's no one on that task

23· ·force that isn't living in one of the shooting

24· ·galleries we represent, I don't think it can be



·1· ·totally affective, and that's my comment.

·2· · · · I want to know to what extent is

·3· ·performance tied to this mission of

·4· ·community -- proper communication?· How do you

·5· ·measure that?

·6· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Ms. Valente or

·7· ·Superintendent Johnson, do you want to address

·8· ·that?

·9· · · · MS. VALENTE:· I am glad to see Mr. and

10· ·Mrs. Reid here.· I do know you had the

11· ·opportunity to meet with Deputy Chief

12· ·Washington.· I apologize, I didn't have a

13· ·chance to follow up with him to see how your

14· ·conversation went.· I heard what you said.  I

15· ·know there's an ongoing case going, but I will

16· ·have follow-up conversation with Deputy Chief

17· ·Washington as to how your conversation went,

18· ·and what suggestions you made and what, if

19· ·anything, that we can incorporate moving

20· ·forward.

21· · · · MS. REID:· I said you can make a change

22· ·today when you leave this meeting if you ask

23· ·each police officer just make one positive

24· ·contact with a citizen in your beat today, just



·1· ·one day, so that people know who you are and

·2· ·they have a possibility of seeing a positive

·3· ·interaction.· It doesn't take a task force, it

·4· ·takes getting out of the car.

·5· · · · MS. VALENTE:· And, again, I apologize but

·6· ·you did have a private meeting with him that i

·7· ·wasn't part of, so I will make sure to follow

·8· ·up about what you talked about with him and

·9· ·what you talked about this evening.

10· · · · MS. REID:· Okay.

11· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Thank you, Ms. Reid.

12· ·Mr. Reid, did you sign up separately?

13· · · · MR. REID:· I am Ron Reid.· I am also

14· ·representing the Central Austin Neighborhood

15· ·Association, so I'd like to talk more about

16· ·community policing.

17· · · · So what does real community policing look

18· ·like to residents of high crime areas?· There

19· ·must be measurable daily, weekly goals,

20· ·objectives and actions with positive community

21· ·interactions with every citizen.

22· · · · How do we do this?· Through daily,

23· ·positive contact with as many residents in

24· ·their beats spread over as many blocks as



·1· ·possible to engage in positive therapeutic

·2· ·conversations to build relationships on each

·3· ·block to combat traumatic stress many residents

·4· ·suffer from.· Ask residents about preventative

·5· ·safety and crime issues and log each one of

·6· ·these assigning tasks, resolution tracking,

·7· ·closure and satisfaction surveys from the

·8· ·citizens.· Communicate issue closure, race,

·9· ·satisfaction of survey results to the public.

10· · · · Secondly, what makes a real police

11· ·department work in high crime areas, you must

12· ·tie measurable goals, objectives, and actions

13· ·to individual and district performance

14· ·evaluations.· Make these measurable contacts

15· ·and issue resolutions as primary performance

16· ·evaluation tools.· Use results as primary

17· ·retention and promotion tool.· Develop required

18· ·training for how to interact with community.

19· ·It must have also incentivize positive

20· ·community interaction and community provided

21· ·resolution.· Tie it to bonus pay, overtime

22· ·eligibility, recognition awards and promotions.

23· ·We need this now.

24· · · · We're also here to ask that our public



·1· ·servants be held accountable.· We have been

·2· ·here before, we have been here before, several

·3· ·years ago.· Once again we feel we have done

·4· ·everything possible to get CPD to clean up the

·5· ·open air drug markets and resulting violence in

·6· ·our community.· Almost every weekend we hear

·7· ·gun fire from one of several open air drug

·8· ·markets in our 16 block service area.· This

·9· ·past weekend in separate shootings two people

10· ·were murdered, four others injured with gun

11· ·fire severally at the drug market at Washington

12· ·and Mayfield.· I personally made local 911

13· ·calls and left messages for the commander at

14· ·the 15th on Thursday about the drug dealers at

15· ·corner of Washington and Mayfield prior to the

16· ·violence Friday and Saturday.· There was no

17· ·solution, no action.

18· · · · We religiously dial 911 about these drug

19· ·markets for months.· We appeal regularly to the

20· ·15th District commander to shut them down.

21· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Sir...

22· · · · MR. REID:· We talk frequently to the 15th

23· ·and attend CAPS meetings, phone trees, we have

24· ·done quality of life events in our neighborhood



·1· ·like going to the Lyric Opera, the ballet to

·2· ·build a more close community and plant flowers

·3· ·on 23 corners, work with the ACLU to improve

·4· ·our safety, put on a festival in our

·5· ·neighborhood for the past five years that draws

·6· ·hundreds of residents.· We volunteer with the

·7· ·Explorers Program at the 15th.· We provide

·8· ·police and management with addresses at the

·9· ·same drug houses and open air drug market for

10· ·the last five years, same addresses, same drug

11· ·corners for the past five years with no relief.

12· · · · How do we get relief?· That's our

13· ·question.· Who should be held accountable?

14· ·Where should we go next if nothing is done

15· ·about this?

16· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Thank you, sir.

17· · · · Our next speaker is Christa Noel.· Hey,

18· ·ya'll, how you doing?· Hey, Eddie.· I am still

19· ·holding you responsible to uphold the honor

20· ·that we learned at Corliss High School, okay?

21· ·It's my expectation that when you speak about

22· ·violence, you are showing that you are aware of

23· ·the violence that has been committed by your

24· ·guys, too.· Okay.· Like I told you all, I don't



·1· ·care what color you are, if you were shot and

·2· ·killed by the police, I have problem with that.

·3· ·Do you all have pepper spray?

·4· · · · SUPERINTENDENT JOHNSON:· Yeah.

·5· · · · MS. NOEL:· You killed Michelle Robbie,

·6· ·Michelle Robbie.· The woman that had the knife

·7· ·that was running around CVS, white woman,

·8· ·remember her?· Do you know what?· When I read

·9· ·that, I knew somebody who would go into a CVS

10· ·with a knife running around, then walk to the

11· ·bus stop holding a pop in her hand, had some

12· ·kind of psychosocial disability.

13· · · · Now, I don't understand why you would try

14· ·to tase me in this coat, okay.· What tasing

15· ·stuff is going to get through my coat?· If I

16· ·got a knife in my hand, why don't you pepper

17· ·spray me?· Why aren't you trying to make me

18· ·close my eyes so I will drop something?· Okay.

19· ·Now, you have got batons, pepper spray, you got

20· ·tasers, you got guns, but you go from tasers to

21· ·guns when the first thing you should have done

22· ·or said, I think this person may have a

23· ·psychosocial disability, and I think we need to

24· ·bring out the people who have been trained to



·1· ·deal with this.

·2· · · · Now, what really bothers me about Michelle

·3· ·is Michelle had a master's degree in

·4· ·psychology.· So even though she was bipolar and

·5· ·schizophrenic, you could have talked to her.

·6· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Please wrap it up.

·7· · · · MS. NOEL:· You could have stood back and

·8· ·talked to her.· That wasn't handled correctly.

·9· ·You should have said along with the babies, you

10· ·killed Michelle.· I'll say this last thing.

11· ·Betty, I don't care how you slice that pie,

12· ·okay, the DOJ said that there were tactical

13· ·issues.

14· · · · Sharon, I expect you to say there were

15· ·tactical issues.· Lori, you know there were

16· ·tactical issues there.· You don't get to shoot

17· ·any old body, because how is my partner going

18· ·to tap me on my shoulder and say watch out and

19· ·I got to shoot and he doesn't?

20· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Ms. Noel, you need

21· ·to wrap it up.

22· · · · MS. NOEL:· All right.· I don't expect that

23· ·dude to be working for CPD no more soon.· Send

24· ·him where he got to go.· Let him go.· Let him



·1· ·go.· Get the DOJ, Sharon.

·2· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Our next speaker is

·3· ·Raysurnett Morris.

·4· · · · MS. MORRIS:· I am Raysurnett Morris,

·5· ·former Chicago police officer.· I was here last

·6· ·month.· I spoke to you at that time about my

·7· ·case, and I requested and asked and requested

·8· ·Ms. Lightfoot, if you were able to look at it.

·9· ·Superintendent Johnson, I don't know if you had

10· ·a chance to.· I called your office and left my

11· ·number so you could get back in touch with me

12· ·regarding the issues.· So I am here tonight to

13· ·see if anything has been done since the last

14· ·meeting and I will every month.

15· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Ms. Morris, I don't

16· ·want to interrupt you, if you have more to say,

17· ·but I will respond directly to your question.

18· · · · MS. MORRIS:· I didn't hear you.

19· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· I said I don't want

20· ·to interrupt you if you have more to say, but

21· ·I'll respond to your question.

22· · · · MS. MORRIS:· I don't have anything else to

23· ·say at this time.

24· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· We did look at your



·1· ·case.· As you know, you had a matter that was

·2· ·presented to the Police Board sometime ago.

·3· ·You had a full evidentiary hearing with a

·4· ·lawyer, and the Police Board at that time found

·5· ·that you had committed -- the charges that were

·6· ·brought against you and recommended your

·7· ·termination.· You subsequently appealed that to

·8· ·the Circuit Court and the Circuit Court

·9· ·affirmed the Board's decision.

10· · · · The Police Board's jurisdiction is invoked

11· ·when there are charges filed.· We have limited

12· ·or no ability to go back and revisit past

13· ·decisions unless we are instructed to do so by

14· ·the Circuit Court.· Because your case has been

15· ·fully adjudicated at the Board level and in the

16· ·Circuit Court, at this time there is nothing --

17· ·we can't provide you with any release, because

18· ·we don't have legal authority to do so.

19· · · · If you see Mr. Caproni, who is standing

20· ·up, he's to your far right, he has a letter

21· ·that we have drafted that explains all of these

22· ·things to you.

23· · · · MS. MORRIS:· Okay.· First of all, first of

24· ·all, at the Circuit meeting, that hearing was a



·1· ·joke because they changed the lawyer at the --

·2· ·I mean, the judge at the last moment.· And they

·3· ·didn't -- that judge didn't even look at the

·4· ·case, okay?· And I was never charged with

·5· ·anything.· The case was dismissed in court,

·6· ·domestic court, which is a higher court than

·7· ·the Board.· There was no evidence that I did

·8· ·anything wrong.· They hit me rule violations,

·9· ·which I never committed, okay?

10· · · · I don't understand how the Board can

11· ·justify that by saying that it has to go to the

12· ·Circuit Court when the City of Chicago places

13· ·us officers on unpaid suspension knowing we are

14· ·unable to pay for an attorney to represent

15· ·ourselves in cases like this.

16· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· I'll ask you to wrap

17· ·it up, because your time is up.

18· · · · MS. MORRIS:· I'll ask to speak to the

19· ·Mayor, if possible, and any other person who

20· ·can go over the Board, because I was wrongfully

21· ·terminated from the Chicago Police Department.

22· ·It's too many officers working that have

23· ·literally committed crimes and are working

24· ·every day and make money.· I am a single parent



·1· ·in Chicago, had never, ever been charged with

·2· ·anything, never, ever had even a ticket and I

·3· ·lose my career?

·4· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Thank you.

·5· · · · MS. MORRIS:· It's ridiculous.· I would

·6· ·like to speak to the Mayor of Chicago and the

·7· ·Superintendent, because this is ridiculous.

·8· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Your time is up.

·9· · · · MS. MORRIS:· If possible, can I get a

10· ·meeting with the Mayor and the Superintendent

11· ·as soon as possible?

12· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Obviously, we have

13· ·no ability to schedule you with the Mayor.· If

14· ·you want to speak with the Superintendent after

15· ·the meeting, I am sure he'll be happy to talk

16· ·to you.

17· · · · MS. MORRIS:· Is it possible?

18· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· I think he just said

19· ·if you want to speak with the Superintendent

20· ·after the meeting, I assume he'd be happy to

21· ·meet with her.

22· · · · SUPERINTENDENT JOHNSON:· Yeah.

23· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Okay.

24· · · · MS. MORRIS:· Thank you.



·1· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Our next speaker is

·2· ·Queen Sister.

·3· · · · QUEEN SISTER:· Blessings, blessings,

·4· ·blessings, blessings.· Hey J.P O'Malley,

·5· ·welcome.· You come in here with a heart.  I

·6· ·don't want you to leave with just a lump of

·7· ·flesh in your chest if it gets too difficult.

·8· ·You can get up and walk out of here.· I love

·9· ·you.

10· · · · Superintendent, we ask you over and over

11· ·again what kind of deal you made with the devil

12· ·when you went and accepted a job without

13· ·applying for it?· In a couple of months all

14· ·things in the dark is coming to the light.

15· ·This young boy JB, Jedidiah Brown, which we

16· ·know now is Darryl Eugene Coleman, Jedidiah is

17· ·an alias.· This man sat on Lake Shore Drive and

18· ·Jedidiah, Jedidiah Brown, your homey, his name

19· ·is Darryl Eugene Coleman, you know 21 Jump

20· ·Street, now you want to act like you don't know

21· ·where he came from, you created him and put him

22· ·out on the streets and you out of control.

23· ·That's why he hadn't had any charges.· He held

24· ·up Lake Shore Drive.· We had that helicopters,



·1· ·SWAT, CPD, Tahoe detectives, firefighters,

·2· ·ambulance, LSD traffic jam, and who is going to

·3· ·pay for this?· Who is going to pay for this?

·4· ·He was taken into to the hospital and was out

·5· ·the next morning.· By law he was to be held for

·6· ·24 hours, and if he's to find himself out how

·7· ·many hours lunatics do we have walking around

·8· ·here if he signed himself out?· By all means,

·9· ·there should be APD out for his arrest.· He has

10· ·not been evaluated.

11· · · · Now, question, now that we know what we

12· ·know about your health, I question whether or

13· ·not you loved yourself enough to care for the

14· ·citizens of the city in the capacity in which

15· ·we deal effectively needed Superintendent, I

16· ·mean why would you take a job knowing you --

17· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Your time is up.

18· · · · QUEEN SISTER:· I want to let you all know

19· ·that negrophobia is real.· Police officers need

20· ·negrophobia evaluation, especially the new

21· ·cadets before taking the new position.

22· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Thank you.

23· · · · QUEEN SISTER:· The other thing, my

24· ·comments are being deleted from the Blue Book



·1· ·on the website.· That is deceptive practice.

·2· ·Now, I expect to see my comments or my attorney

·3· ·is going to charge you all.· Peace and love.

·4· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Next speaker,

·5· ·EvAngel Yhwhnewbn.· Good evening.

·6· · · · MS. YHWHNEWBN:· Good evening.· According

·7· ·to statistics, police officers have a higher

·8· ·rate of domestic violence, alcoholism, suicide,

·9· ·divorce, and probably mental illness, plus the

10· ·U.S. Department of Justice reported in

11· ·January 13th, 2017 said that Chicago police

12· ·created situations to use deadly force against

13· ·black people because they do not see them as

14· ·human beings.

15· · · · The Cook County Neighborhood

16· ·Revitalization Authority is planning to give

17· ·free housing to employed city workers so

18· ·officers specifically who move in our space for

19· ·five years in the five communities designated

20· ·as endangered to use their lack of training

21· ·that kill Boyd and Jose Gibbons, both unarmed

22· ·and killed by officers living in the community

23· ·is proof that police presence will escalate and

24· ·not eliminate or reduce violence in areas where



·1· ·black citizens are without sanctuary services,

·2· ·affordable housing or jobs to reduce

·3· ·(inaudible) and protect their families.

·4· ·(inaudible) genocide to violence (inaudible) to

·5· ·be endangered species like the bumble bee.· 398

·6· ·years later American born natives, black

·7· ·Americans are unemployed and in poverty, but

·8· ·immigrants and refugees are working.· How many

·9· ·black citizens work at the stores where the

10· ·illegals can work, purchase homes in the black

11· ·community, push them out and take days off to

12· ·protest elected officials when they can't even

13· ·vote?

14· · · · Noncitizens have the sanctuary and more

15· ·rights than black citizens since children are

16· ·dying in the streets, have been given a

17· ·governmental leg up and we are told to pull

18· ·ourselves up.

19· · · · Mayor Rahm Emanuel wants the police

20· ·officers to break the law to protect their

21· ·illegal status.· My question, black children,

22· ·especially in Chicago, are dying in parks, on

23· ·streets, in school playgrounds, in parked cars,

24· ·on front porches in their homes.· If one



·1· ·immigrant or refugee died by gun fire, what

·2· ·would your police department do to protect

·3· ·their lives that matter?

·4· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Thank you.· Next

·5· ·speaker is Eric Russell.· Mr. Russell.

·6· · · · MR. RUSSELL:· I am Eric Russell, president

·7· ·of the Tree of Life Justice League of Illinois.

·8· ·Never forget Betty Jones.· Justice for Betty

·9· ·Jones.· But the reason I am here today is that

10· ·I am the spokesman for the Jose Nieves family.

11· · · · If anybody is not familiar, I have a

12· ·question for the Board, how does a verbal

13· ·altercation result in an unarmed man being

14· ·killed by the Chicago police?

15· · · · This family is just absolutely devastated.

16· ·His sister Angelica, she actually fears the

17· ·police.· We actually had to find her someplace

18· ·else to live.· How is it that never in the

19· ·history of black people has a murder suspect

20· ·been given what amounts to an I Bond?· An I

21· ·Bond?· He was released on home monitoring.· How

22· ·does that happen?· How does a verbal

23· ·altercation end in murder?· This killer cop low

24· ·houser, he stalked and he executed Jose Nieves



·1· ·in cold blood in the light of day.

·2· · · · I say this to the Police Board is that

·3· ·Jose Nieves blood is on police hands.· It's on

·4· ·Eddie Johnson's hands, because what happened is

·5· ·that Jose Nieves called 911, he called the

·6· ·police, he said this cop is going to kill me.

·7· ·He pleaded for his life.· No one answered Jose

·8· ·Nieves' call.· This killer rogue cop kicked in

·9· ·his door, he held a gun to Jose Nieves' mouth,

10· ·and he threatened him with arrest and

11· ·execution.

12· · · · I don't know what type of pattern this is,

13· ·where police are just putting guns in peoples'

14· ·mouth.· What's the last cop?

15· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Mr. Russell...

16· · · · MR. RUSSELL:· Wrap it up?· My question is

17· ·this, those of us, there's blood.· What we

18· ·really ask in the black and brown community, we

19· ·ask to be treated with a certain amount of

20· ·dignity and respect, to be respectfully

21· ·engaged, because what's gonna happen now if the

22· ·Chicago police are killing people as a result

23· ·of a verbal altercation, your next report is

24· ·going to be -- the next report is going to be I



·1· ·shot that nigger dead because he looked at me

·2· ·the wrong way.

·3· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Mr. Russell...

·4· · · · MR. RUSSELL:· They're going to turn the

·5· ·clock back and start killing us for eyeballing

·6· ·them.

·7· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Mr. Russell, your

·8· ·time is up.· Next speaker is Helen Henning.

·9· · · · · · · · · (Audience members speaking out

10· · · · · · · · · of turn.)

11· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Good evening,

12· ·Ms. Henning.

13· · · · · · · · · (Audience members speaking out

14· · · · · · · · · of turn.)

15· · · · MR. FOREMAN:· Excuse me.· Can we allow the

16· ·speakers to take some time?

17· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· We have asked

18· ·nicely.· People are here that come from all

19· ·over the city and want an opportunity to speak.

20· ·It's impossible with the running commentary.

21· ·So we are asking you to please keep your

22· ·comments down so that people at the podium have

23· ·an opportunity to speak.· Thank you.

24· · · · Ms. Henning, please proceed.



·1· · · · MS. HENNING:· Good afternoon.· My name is

·2· ·Helen Henning.· I am down here, because I have

·3· ·been a victim of organized crime and stalking

·4· ·since 2003.· I have written numerous letters.

·5· ·I have been down to the US District Attorneys

·6· ·Office, 219 South Dearborn.· I have been in

·7· ·2579, 32, I called CNN News trying to get my

·8· ·story out.· This started in the workplace with

·9· ·Ann Heart who came down to two the line on me

10· ·and got people to gang up on me and escalated

11· ·and escalated to now, well, it's calmed down,

12· ·to they had to get a task force to follow me

13· ·around and just the grace of God that I am not

14· ·dead now.· I want to get it out in the open, I

15· ·have never in my entire been tied up in gangs,

16· ·drugs, I don't do drugs.· And it has caused me

17· ·to really be depressed.· I am nervous.· I don't

18· ·know what day, if I am going to get killed when

19· ·I go out here.· I have come down here, I been

20· ·coming here off and on since 2008.· I have a

21· ·letter right here that I am getting ready to

22· ·take to Pam Zeck.· I was awarded millions of

23· ·dollars.· This is the fourth administration I

24· ·am going through.· It started in the Phil Klein



·1· ·administration.· I have not gotten $1.· The

·2· ·Mexican drug cartel came into my residence

·3· ·before I moved now, put cameras in my bedroom,

·4· ·taped me, trespassed and came back in there,

·5· ·took the tapes out and passing them around

·6· ·showing people tapes of me in the privacy of my

·7· ·home.· Then they get gangs on me, following me

·8· ·around from place to place even when I go out

·9· ·of town.· I was so pissed off last week, I went

10· ·to Florida, and I seen the elements of it when

11· ·I got to the airport.· When I got down there

12· ·and I left out of the airport, I know the

13· ·elements of it.· They were out waiting on me

14· ·when I got to Florida.· I turned around and

15· ·booked me a flight and came back home.· I was

16· ·so pissed off.· I cannot even stay in my own

17· ·home without being policed, even where I live

18· ·now, and I live over east in St. Allegheny

19· ·apartments.· There's people over there tied up

20· ·in this mess.· I have nothing to do with drugs

21· ·and gangs, and I want someone to tell me where

22· ·these people go when I make these complaints

23· ·because everything they do is behind my back

24· ·without me knowing.



·1· · · · MR. FOREMAN:· Thank you, Ms. Henning.

·2· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Final speaker,

·3· ·Robert More.

·4· · · · At this time all those persons who signed

·5· ·up in advance to speak have been recognized.

·6· · · · Motion to adjourn?

·7· · · · MR. FOREMAN:· So moved.

·8· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· All in favor?

·9· · · · · · · · · (Unanimous ayes.)

10· · · · PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:· Motion passes and

11· ·the meeting is adjourned.· Thank you.
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  1             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Good evening,

  2        everyone.  We're going to get started.  My name

  3        is Lori Lightfoot.  I am President of the

  4        Chicago Police Board.  I am calling the meeting

  5        to order.

  6             We begin the meeting by welcoming a new

  7        member to the Police Board, that's John

  8        O'Malley, who has directed security for William

  9        Blair and Company.  He has a long history of

 10        experience with law enforcement.  The City

 11        Council approved Mayor Emanuel's appointment of

 12        Mr. O'Malley on January 25th.  Welcome to the

 13        Board, John.

 14             MR. O'MALLEY:  Thank you.

 15             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  The first item of

 16        business is approval of the minutes of the

 17        Board's regular public meeting held January

 18        19th, 2017.  Is there a motion to approve the

 19        minutes?

 20             MS. FRY:  So moved.

 21             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Second?

 22             MR. FOREMAN:  Second.

 23             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  All those in favor?

 24                       (Unanimous ayes.)
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  1             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Any opposed?  The

  2        motion passes.

  3             Our next regular public meeting will be on

  4        Thursday, March 16th, at 7:30 p.m. here at

  5        Chicago Public Safety Headquarters.

  6             At this time, I ask for a motion to close

  7        a series of executive sessions for the purposes

  8        of considering personnel matters and

  9        litigation, as authorized by Sections

 10        2(c)(1),(3),(4), and (11) of the Illinois Open

 11        Meetings Act.  Is there such a motion?

 12             MR. FOREMAN:  So moved.

 13             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Second?

 14             MS. FRY:  Second.

 15             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  All those in favor?

 16                       (Unanimous ayes.)

 17             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Any opposed?  The

 18        motion passes.

 19             A report of disciplinary actions taken by

 20        the Board during the previous month has been

 21        made available at this evening's meeting.  This

 22        report and the Board's written Findings and

 23        Decisions are posted on the Board's website.

 24             The Police Board, as authorized the
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  1        Opening Meetings Act, has considered in a

  2        closed meeting disciplinary cases.  The Board

  3        will now take final action on these cases.

  4             Regarding case number 16 PB 2921, the

  5        Superintendent filed charges to discharge

  6        Police Officer David Cano from the Chicago

  7        Police Department for testing positive for

  8        illegal drugs.  The Superintendent subsequently

  9        moved to withdraw the charges without prejudice

 10        because respondent resigned from the CPD.

 11             Is there a motion to grant the

 12        Superintendent's motion to withdraw the

 13        charges?

 14             MR. FOREMAN:  So move.

 15             MR. EADDY:  Second.

 16             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  All in favor?

 17                       (Unanimous ayes.)

 18             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  All board members

 19        signified by raising their hand.  In favor are

 20        Board Members Foreman, Delgado, Eaddy, Flores,

 21        Fry, O'Malley, Simpson, Sweeney, and myself.

 22        The motion passes by unanimous vote.

 23             Regarding case number 15 PB 2896, is there

 24        a motion to find that Police Officer Francisco
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  1        Perez guilty of failing to identify the

  2        appropriate target or take reasonable

  3        precautions prior to discharging his fire arm

  4        into an automobile, and to discharge him from

  5        the Chicago Police Department?

  6             MR. FOREMAN:  So moved.

  7             MR. SIMPSON:  Second.

  8             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  All in favor?

  9                       (Unanimous ayes.)

 10             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  May I have a show of

 11        hands?  No opposed.  Those voting in favor are

 12        Board Members Foreman, Delgado, Eaddy, Flores,

 13        Fry, Simpson, Sweeney, and myself.  The motion

 14        passes.

 15             Is there a motion to adopt the written

 16        findings and decision that has been reviewed by

 17        all Board members who participated in the case?

 18             MR. SIMPSON:  So moved.

 19             MR. EADDY:  Second.

 20             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  All in favor?

 21                       (Unanimous ayes.)

 22             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  All Board members

 23        except new Board member O'Malley are voting in

 24        favor of the motion by saying aye, signifying
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  1        aye.

  2             The Board's decisions in the cases in

  3        which we took final action will be entered as

  4        of today's date, and will be issued to the

  5        parties.  A copy of the written decisions will

  6        be posted on the Board's website within 10

  7        business days pursuant to Municipal Code of

  8        Chicago.

  9             The general orders and other directives

 10        issued by the Superintendent of Police during

 11        previous months are listed in the books made

 12        available at this evening's meeting and are

 13        posted on the Police Department's website.

 14             The next item is Superintendent's report

 15        to the Board.  Superintendent Johnson?  John.

 16             SUPERINTENDENT JOHNSON:  Good evening.  I

 17        am going to make my remarks brief tonight to

 18        give you all time to listen to the valued

 19        comments.  If you can just bear with me for a

 20        moment.

 21             Some things have happened over the past

 22        week that I think is on everybody's mind.  We

 23        lost three small children to gun fire, a

 24        two-year-old, 11-year-old and 12-year-old.
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  1             When I became Superintendent, I gave you

  2        all my word that I would work hard to reform

  3        CPD and make CPD better.  Because if I can do

  4        that, we make Chicago better, and I am working

  5        on that.

  6             Some of the things, the deficiencies

  7        within CPD didn't happen overnight so they

  8        won't be corrected overnight, but I can assure

  9        you all I am seeing the new point in the right

 10        direction.

 11             Those three little innocent lives didn't

 12        have to be lost.  One of them, Takiya Holmes,

 13        we were able to arrest the offender and get

 14        charges placed on him within a couple of days,

 15        and that was because the community stepped up

 16        and helped us identify the person, gave us what

 17        we needed to bring charges.  So I am going to

 18        ask you all two things tonight, or three

 19        things; first thing is I promise you all we are

 20        working towards reforming CPD.  We are.  We

 21        are.  We're working towards that.  Bear with

 22        me.  We'll get there.

 23             The second thing is, I really, really need

 24        you all, as members of the community, to work
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  1        with us to bring these violent offenders and

  2        hold them accountable for their actions,

  3        because here's --

  4             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Let him finish,

  5        Mr. Russell.  You'll have your moment.  I

  6        promise you.

  7             SUPERINTENDENT JOHNSON:  So if we can work

  8        together to reduce this gun violence, our

  9        children will have a chance to grow up and

 10        become the people that they have a right to

 11        become.

 12             Last thing I am going to ask you all, is I

 13        am turning CPD, but also I need you alls help

 14        when it comes to helping push for economic

 15        reform, support for the impoverished

 16        communities and holding repeat gun offenders

 17        accountable for their crimes.

 18             Last year we had 766 murders in the City

 19        of Chicago.  The vast majority were

 20        African-American people.

 21             AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Can you repeat that?

 22             SUPERINTENDENT JOHNSON:  The vast majority

 23        of the murders victims last year were

 24        African-Americans.  So I am asking you all to
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  1        give me time, but we will work to reform CPD

  2        but I need you alls help in helping us bring

  3        these people that kill other people

  4        accountable.  Thank you.

  5             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Thank you,

  6        Superintendent.  I will now call upon the

  7        members of the public who signed up in advance

  8        to speak.  When your name is called, please

  9        step up to the microphone and ask you limit

 10        your comments to two minutes in deference to

 11        the list of folks who will be called after you

 12        that come from all parts of the city and want

 13        an opportunity to speak to the Board and to the

 14        Superintendent and staff.

 15             I also wanted to say I appreciate the

 16        Superintendent marking today's meeting and

 17        beginning with recognizing the senseless

 18        killing of that is happening all across our

 19        city, in particular, I think all of us have a

 20        heavy heart with the loss of life of these

 21        innocent children.  We all need to take moments

 22        to reflect on what we can do to improve the

 23        quality of life for everyone in our city so

 24        that another mother and father doesn't have to
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  1        bury an incident child who is struck and killed

  2        by stray gun fire.  First speaker, Pamela Hunt.

  3             MS. HUNT:  Good evening.

  4             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Welcome back.

  5             MS. HUNT:  Thank you.  Good evening.

  6             To Superintendent Johnson, I just want to

  7        state that we do recognize that there is an

  8        issue with the violence in the community, but

  9        my concern is it's almost as if CPD offers an

 10        excuse for the police brutality because they

 11        work in high-crime communities.  There really

 12        should be no correlation.  So Betty Jones was

 13        murdered and she was murdered.  And the police

 14        officer who committed that crime, he is not

 15        being charged.  That is problematic for black

 16        people.  How much are black people expected to

 17        take?

 18             Now, I live in one of those communities

 19        that is inundated with crime.  I know what

 20        happens when I try to contact the alderman and

 21        the police department.  So when you talk about

 22        resources, we have a mayor who has not issued

 23        the same amount of resources on the west and

 24        south side as he has in the north and loop.
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  1        Then prior to that you have years of Daley, the

  2        discrimination and the racism, and see I always

  3        bring it back to the racism.  And I want

  4        everybody to be clear here, you do to any other

  5        community what has been done to the black

  6        community, you get the same result.  You

  7        deprive any area of financial resources,

  8        education, you destabilize it, you get the same

  9        result.  So you are asking how to bring crime

 10        down?  Of course it's about jobs, of course

 11        it's about education, but it's also about

 12        having a mayor that cares about the entire

 13        city.

 14             Now, I am going to ask you this

 15        specifically about the hiring of the 1,000

 16        officers.  I understand that you want us to be

 17        the change, black people to be the change,

 18        black people to work and apply for the

 19        positions.  You want us to be the change.

 20             What change are you asking from the white

 21        community?  I think that's a fair question.

 22        What change are they going to present to deal

 23        with their racist officers, the people that

 24        they raise and they're now on the force?  So I
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  1        don't know what change they're going to bring.

  2             Betty Jones, that is disgraceful.  The

  3        three young children?  That's disgraceful, but

  4        you have officers with education, professionals

  5        who are committing these crimes.  Whereas on

  6        the other hand, you have people who might be on

  7        drugs.

  8             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Ms. Hunt, your time

  9        is up.

 10             MS. HUNT:  I know.  Thank you.

 11             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Mr. Reid, are you

 12        going to speak also?

 13             MR. REID:  I am standing in support.

 14             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Good evening,

 15        Ms. Reid.

 16             MS. REID:  I want to point out that the

 17        people who are standing are -- I am part of the

 18        organization with them, the Central Austin

 19        Neighborhood Association, so they come to show

 20        support and concern as well.

 21             We're here after six years of calling 911

 22        at least weekly, six years informing the police

 23        of the same locations of crime and drugs, six

 24        years of attending CAPS meetings, six years of
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  1        meeting with the police commander and forming

  2        16 Block Association which goes from Madison to

  3        the Corcoran, from Austin to Menard, taking

  4        better government association watch dog

  5        training, and we don't know our beat officers

  6        and we live in a shooting gallery.

  7             My topic is linking police activities and

  8        performance evaluations to the police

  9        department mission for community policing.

 10        There's a disconnect.  To be affective the

 11        performance management process for police

 12        officers must be firmly tied to the police

 13        department strategy and objectives.  The key is

 14        to clearly articulate for each officer the

 15        objectives and competency requirements in a way

 16        that facilitates and ensures the successful

 17        achievement of the organizations so-called

 18        strategy and mission for community policing.

 19        The police department has stated that part of

 20        its mission is to develop a positive

 21        relationship with the community.  Officers

 22        should be able to see a direct link between

 23        what they do and the Department's goals.  These

 24        links should be evident in the officer's
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  1        performance plan and management and tied to

  2        compensation and promotional opportunities.

  3             Positive community relationship building

  4        activities should be included among the

  5        performance metrics regularly applied to police

  6        officers.  Our extensive research, which

  7        included a recent meeting with the deputy

  8        director of community policing, has informed us

  9        this critical step has not been taken.  Police

 10        officers do not have objectives and competency

 11        requirements related to the development of

 12        positive community engaging activities.

 13        There's no reward for getting out of your car

 14        and saying hello to anyone.  Until these

 15        elements are translated in measurable

 16        indicators of success and reflected in

 17        management officers performance plans, this

 18        failure will continue to contribute to the

 19        overall failure of the community policing

 20        strategy.

 21             I understand there's a task force working

 22        with police and if there's no one on that task

 23        force that isn't living in one of the shooting

 24        galleries we represent, I don't think it can be
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  1        totally affective, and that's my comment.

  2             I want to know to what extent is

  3        performance tied to this mission of

  4        community -- proper communication?  How do you

  5        measure that?

  6             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Ms. Valente or

  7        Superintendent Johnson, do you want to address

  8        that?

  9             MS. VALENTE:  I am glad to see Mr. and

 10        Mrs. Reid here.  I do know you had the

 11        opportunity to meet with Deputy Chief

 12        Washington.  I apologize, I didn't have a

 13        chance to follow up with him to see how your

 14        conversation went.  I heard what you said.  I

 15        know there's an ongoing case going, but I will

 16        have follow-up conversation with Deputy Chief

 17        Washington as to how your conversation went,

 18        and what suggestions you made and what, if

 19        anything, that we can incorporate moving

 20        forward.

 21             MS. REID:  I said you can make a change

 22        today when you leave this meeting if you ask

 23        each police officer just make one positive

 24        contact with a citizen in your beat today, just
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  1        one day, so that people know who you are and

  2        they have a possibility of seeing a positive

  3        interaction.  It doesn't take a task force, it

  4        takes getting out of the car.

  5             MS. VALENTE:  And, again, I apologize but

  6        you did have a private meeting with him that i

  7        wasn't part of, so I will make sure to follow

  8        up about what you talked about with him and

  9        what you talked about this evening.

 10             MS. REID:  Okay.

 11             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Thank you, Ms. Reid.

 12        Mr. Reid, did you sign up separately?

 13             MR. REID:  I am Ron Reid.  I am also

 14        representing the Central Austin Neighborhood

 15        Association, so I'd like to talk more about

 16        community policing.

 17             So what does real community policing look

 18        like to residents of high crime areas?  There

 19        must be measurable daily, weekly goals,

 20        objectives and actions with positive community

 21        interactions with every citizen.

 22             How do we do this?  Through daily,

 23        positive contact with as many residents in

 24        their beats spread over as many blocks as
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  1        possible to engage in positive therapeutic

  2        conversations to build relationships on each

  3        block to combat traumatic stress many residents

  4        suffer from.  Ask residents about preventative

  5        safety and crime issues and log each one of

  6        these assigning tasks, resolution tracking,

  7        closure and satisfaction surveys from the

  8        citizens.  Communicate issue closure, race,

  9        satisfaction of survey results to the public.

 10             Secondly, what makes a real police

 11        department work in high crime areas, you must

 12        tie measurable goals, objectives, and actions

 13        to individual and district performance

 14        evaluations.  Make these measurable contacts

 15        and issue resolutions as primary performance

 16        evaluation tools.  Use results as primary

 17        retention and promotion tool.  Develop required

 18        training for how to interact with community.

 19        It must have also incentivize positive

 20        community interaction and community provided

 21        resolution.  Tie it to bonus pay, overtime

 22        eligibility, recognition awards and promotions.

 23        We need this now.

 24             We're also here to ask that our public
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  1        servants be held accountable.  We have been

  2        here before, we have been here before, several

  3        years ago.  Once again we feel we have done

  4        everything possible to get CPD to clean up the

  5        open air drug markets and resulting violence in

  6        our community.  Almost every weekend we hear

  7        gun fire from one of several open air drug

  8        markets in our 16 block service area.  This

  9        past weekend in separate shootings two people

 10        were murdered, four others injured with gun

 11        fire severally at the drug market at Washington

 12        and Mayfield.  I personally made local 911

 13        calls and left messages for the commander at

 14        the 15th on Thursday about the drug dealers at

 15        corner of Washington and Mayfield prior to the

 16        violence Friday and Saturday.  There was no

 17        solution, no action.

 18             We religiously dial 911 about these drug

 19        markets for months.  We appeal regularly to the

 20        15th District commander to shut them down.

 21             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Sir...

 22             MR. REID:  We talk frequently to the 15th

 23        and attend CAPS meetings, phone trees, we have

 24        done quality of life events in our neighborhood
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  1        like going to the Lyric Opera, the ballet to

  2        build a more close community and plant flowers

  3        on 23 corners, work with the ACLU to improve

  4        our safety, put on a festival in our

  5        neighborhood for the past five years that draws

  6        hundreds of residents.  We volunteer with the

  7        Explorers Program at the 15th.  We provide

  8        police and management with addresses at the

  9        same drug houses and open air drug market for

 10        the last five years, same addresses, same drug

 11        corners for the past five years with no relief.

 12             How do we get relief?  That's our

 13        question.  Who should be held accountable?

 14        Where should we go next if nothing is done

 15        about this?

 16             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Thank you, sir.

 17             Our next speaker is Christa Noel.  Hey,

 18        ya'll, how you doing?  Hey, Eddie.  I am still

 19        holding you responsible to uphold the honor

 20        that we learned at Corliss High School, okay?

 21        It's my expectation that when you speak about

 22        violence, you are showing that you are aware of

 23        the violence that has been committed by your

 24        guys, too.  Okay.  Like I told you all, I don't
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  1        care what color you are, if you were shot and

  2        killed by the police, I have problem with that.

  3        Do you all have pepper spray?

  4             SUPERINTENDENT JOHNSON:  Yeah.

  5             MS. NOEL:  You killed Michelle Robbie,

  6        Michelle Robbie.  The woman that had the knife

  7        that was running around CVS, white woman,

  8        remember her?  Do you know what?  When I read

  9        that, I knew somebody who would go into a CVS

 10        with a knife running around, then walk to the

 11        bus stop holding a pop in her hand, had some

 12        kind of psychosocial disability.

 13             Now, I don't understand why you would try

 14        to tase me in this coat, okay.  What tasing

 15        stuff is going to get through my coat?  If I

 16        got a knife in my hand, why don't you pepper

 17        spray me?  Why aren't you trying to make me

 18        close my eyes so I will drop something?  Okay.

 19        Now, you have got batons, pepper spray, you got

 20        tasers, you got guns, but you go from tasers to

 21        guns when the first thing you should have done

 22        or said, I think this person may have a

 23        psychosocial disability, and I think we need to

 24        bring out the people who have been trained to
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  1        deal with this.

  2             Now, what really bothers me about Michelle

  3        is Michelle had a master's degree in

  4        psychology.  So even though she was bipolar and

  5        schizophrenic, you could have talked to her.

  6             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Please wrap it up.

  7             MS. NOEL:  You could have stood back and

  8        talked to her.  That wasn't handled correctly.

  9        You should have said along with the babies, you

 10        killed Michelle.  I'll say this last thing.

 11        Betty, I don't care how you slice that pie,

 12        okay, the DOJ said that there were tactical

 13        issues.

 14             Sharon, I expect you to say there were

 15        tactical issues.  Lori, you know there were

 16        tactical issues there.  You don't get to shoot

 17        any old body, because how is my partner going

 18        to tap me on my shoulder and say watch out and

 19        I got to shoot and he doesn't?

 20             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Ms. Noel, you need

 21        to wrap it up.

 22             MS. NOEL:  All right.  I don't expect that

 23        dude to be working for CPD no more soon.  Send

 24        him where he got to go.  Let him go.  Let him
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  1        go.  Get the DOJ, Sharon.

  2             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Our next speaker is

  3        Raysurnett Morris.

  4             MS. MORRIS:  I am Raysurnett Morris,

  5        former Chicago police officer.  I was here last

  6        month.  I spoke to you at that time about my

  7        case, and I requested and asked and requested

  8        Ms. Lightfoot, if you were able to look at it.

  9        Superintendent Johnson, I don't know if you had

 10        a chance to.  I called your office and left my

 11        number so you could get back in touch with me

 12        regarding the issues.  So I am here tonight to

 13        see if anything has been done since the last

 14        meeting and I will every month.

 15             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Ms. Morris, I don't

 16        want to interrupt you, if you have more to say,

 17        but I will respond directly to your question.

 18             MS. MORRIS:  I didn't hear you.

 19             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  I said I don't want

 20        to interrupt you if you have more to say, but

 21        I'll respond to your question.

 22             MS. MORRIS:  I don't have anything else to

 23        say at this time.

 24             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  We did look at your
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  1        case.  As you know, you had a matter that was

  2        presented to the Police Board sometime ago.

  3        You had a full evidentiary hearing with a

  4        lawyer, and the Police Board at that time found

  5        that you had committed -- the charges that were

  6        brought against you and recommended your

  7        termination.  You subsequently appealed that to

  8        the Circuit Court and the Circuit Court

  9        affirmed the Board's decision.

 10             The Police Board's jurisdiction is invoked

 11        when there are charges filed.  We have limited

 12        or no ability to go back and revisit past

 13        decisions unless we are instructed to do so by

 14        the Circuit Court.  Because your case has been

 15        fully adjudicated at the Board level and in the

 16        Circuit Court, at this time there is nothing --

 17        we can't provide you with any release, because

 18        we don't have legal authority to do so.

 19             If you see Mr. Caproni, who is standing

 20        up, he's to your far right, he has a letter

 21        that we have drafted that explains all of these

 22        things to you.

 23             MS. MORRIS:  Okay.  First of all, first of

 24        all, at the Circuit meeting, that hearing was a
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  1        joke because they changed the lawyer at the --

  2        I mean, the judge at the last moment.  And they

  3        didn't -- that judge didn't even look at the

  4        case, okay?  And I was never charged with

  5        anything.  The case was dismissed in court,

  6        domestic court, which is a higher court than

  7        the Board.  There was no evidence that I did

  8        anything wrong.  They hit me rule violations,

  9        which I never committed, okay?

 10             I don't understand how the Board can

 11        justify that by saying that it has to go to the

 12        Circuit Court when the City of Chicago places

 13        us officers on unpaid suspension knowing we are

 14        unable to pay for an attorney to represent

 15        ourselves in cases like this.

 16             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  I'll ask you to wrap

 17        it up, because your time is up.

 18             MS. MORRIS:  I'll ask to speak to the

 19        Mayor, if possible, and any other person who

 20        can go over the Board, because I was wrongfully

 21        terminated from the Chicago Police Department.

 22        It's too many officers working that have

 23        literally committed crimes and are working

 24        every day and make money.  I am a single parent
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  1        in Chicago, had never, ever been charged with

  2        anything, never, ever had even a ticket and I

  3        lose my career?

  4             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Thank you.

  5             MS. MORRIS:  It's ridiculous.  I would

  6        like to speak to the Mayor of Chicago and the

  7        Superintendent, because this is ridiculous.

  8             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Your time is up.

  9             MS. MORRIS:  If possible, can I get a

 10        meeting with the Mayor and the Superintendent

 11        as soon as possible?

 12             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Obviously, we have

 13        no ability to schedule you with the Mayor.  If

 14        you want to speak with the Superintendent after

 15        the meeting, I am sure he'll be happy to talk

 16        to you.

 17             MS. MORRIS:  Is it possible?

 18             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  I think he just said

 19        if you want to speak with the Superintendent

 20        after the meeting, I assume he'd be happy to

 21        meet with her.

 22             SUPERINTENDENT JOHNSON:  Yeah.

 23             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Okay.

 24             MS. MORRIS:  Thank you.
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  1             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Our next speaker is

  2        Queen Sister.

  3             QUEEN SISTER:  Blessings, blessings,

  4        blessings, blessings.  Hey J.P O'Malley,

  5        welcome.  You come in here with a heart.  I

  6        don't want you to leave with just a lump of

  7        flesh in your chest if it gets too difficult.

  8        You can get up and walk out of here.  I love

  9        you.

 10             Superintendent, we ask you over and over

 11        again what kind of deal you made with the devil

 12        when you went and accepted a job without

 13        applying for it?  In a couple of months all

 14        things in the dark is coming to the light.

 15        This young boy JB, Jedidiah Brown, which we

 16        know now is Darryl Eugene Coleman, Jedidiah is

 17        an alias.  This man sat on Lake Shore Drive and

 18        Jedidiah, Jedidiah Brown, your homey, his name

 19        is Darryl Eugene Coleman, you know 21 Jump

 20        Street, now you want to act like you don't know

 21        where he came from, you created him and put him

 22        out on the streets and you out of control.

 23        That's why he hadn't had any charges.  He held

 24        up Lake Shore Drive.  We had that helicopters,
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  1        SWAT, CPD, Tahoe detectives, firefighters,

  2        ambulance, LSD traffic jam, and who is going to

  3        pay for this?  Who is going to pay for this?

  4        He was taken into to the hospital and was out

  5        the next morning.  By law he was to be held for

  6        24 hours, and if he's to find himself out how

  7        many hours lunatics do we have walking around

  8        here if he signed himself out?  By all means,

  9        there should be APD out for his arrest.  He has

 10        not been evaluated.

 11             Now, question, now that we know what we

 12        know about your health, I question whether or

 13        not you loved yourself enough to care for the

 14        citizens of the city in the capacity in which

 15        we deal effectively needed Superintendent, I

 16        mean why would you take a job knowing you --

 17             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Your time is up.

 18             QUEEN SISTER:  I want to let you all know

 19        that negrophobia is real.  Police officers need

 20        negrophobia evaluation, especially the new

 21        cadets before taking the new position.

 22             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Thank you.

 23             QUEEN SISTER:  The other thing, my

 24        comments are being deleted from the Blue Book
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  1        on the website.  That is deceptive practice.

  2        Now, I expect to see my comments or my attorney

  3        is going to charge you all.  Peace and love.

  4             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Next speaker,

  5        EvAngel Yhwhnewbn.  Good evening.

  6             MS. YHWHNEWBN:  Good evening.  According

  7        to statistics, police officers have a higher

  8        rate of domestic violence, alcoholism, suicide,

  9        divorce, and probably mental illness, plus the

 10        U.S. Department of Justice reported in

 11        January 13th, 2017 said that Chicago police

 12        created situations to use deadly force against

 13        black people because they do not see them as

 14        human beings.

 15             The Cook County Neighborhood

 16        Revitalization Authority is planning to give

 17        free housing to employed city workers so

 18        officers specifically who move in our space for

 19        five years in the five communities designated

 20        as endangered to use their lack of training

 21        that kill Boyd and Jose Gibbons, both unarmed

 22        and killed by officers living in the community

 23        is proof that police presence will escalate and

 24        not eliminate or reduce violence in areas where
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  1        black citizens are without sanctuary services,

  2        affordable housing or jobs to reduce

  3        (inaudible) and protect their families.

  4        (inaudible) genocide to violence (inaudible) to

  5        be endangered species like the bumble bee.  398

  6        years later American born natives, black

  7        Americans are unemployed and in poverty, but

  8        immigrants and refugees are working.  How many

  9        black citizens work at the stores where the

 10        illegals can work, purchase homes in the black

 11        community, push them out and take days off to

 12        protest elected officials when they can't even

 13        vote?

 14             Noncitizens have the sanctuary and more

 15        rights than black citizens since children are

 16        dying in the streets, have been given a

 17        governmental leg up and we are told to pull

 18        ourselves up.

 19             Mayor Rahm Emanuel wants the police

 20        officers to break the law to protect their

 21        illegal status.  My question, black children,

 22        especially in Chicago, are dying in parks, on

 23        streets, in school playgrounds, in parked cars,

 24        on front porches in their homes.  If one
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  1        immigrant or refugee died by gun fire, what

  2        would your police department do to protect

  3        their lives that matter?

  4             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Thank you.  Next

  5        speaker is Eric Russell.  Mr. Russell.

  6             MR. RUSSELL:  I am Eric Russell, president

  7        of the Tree of Life Justice League of Illinois.

  8        Never forget Betty Jones.  Justice for Betty

  9        Jones.  But the reason I am here today is that

 10        I am the spokesman for the Jose Nieves family.

 11             If anybody is not familiar, I have a

 12        question for the Board, how does a verbal

 13        altercation result in an unarmed man being

 14        killed by the Chicago police?

 15             This family is just absolutely devastated.

 16        His sister Angelica, she actually fears the

 17        police.  We actually had to find her someplace

 18        else to live.  How is it that never in the

 19        history of black people has a murder suspect

 20        been given what amounts to an I Bond?  An I

 21        Bond?  He was released on home monitoring.  How

 22        does that happen?  How does a verbal

 23        altercation end in murder?  This killer cop low

 24        houser, he stalked and he executed Jose Nieves
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  1        in cold blood in the light of day.

  2             I say this to the Police Board is that

  3        Jose Nieves blood is on police hands.  It's on

  4        Eddie Johnson's hands, because what happened is

  5        that Jose Nieves called 911, he called the

  6        police, he said this cop is going to kill me.

  7        He pleaded for his life.  No one answered Jose

  8        Nieves' call.  This killer rogue cop kicked in

  9        his door, he held a gun to Jose Nieves' mouth,

 10        and he threatened him with arrest and

 11        execution.

 12             I don't know what type of pattern this is,

 13        where police are just putting guns in peoples'

 14        mouth.  What's the last cop?

 15             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Mr. Russell...

 16             MR. RUSSELL:  Wrap it up?  My question is

 17        this, those of us, there's blood.  What we

 18        really ask in the black and brown community, we

 19        ask to be treated with a certain amount of

 20        dignity and respect, to be respectfully

 21        engaged, because what's gonna happen now if the

 22        Chicago police are killing people as a result

 23        of a verbal altercation, your next report is

 24        going to be -- the next report is going to be I
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  1        shot that nigger dead because he looked at me

  2        the wrong way.

  3             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Mr. Russell...

  4             MR. RUSSELL:  They're going to turn the

  5        clock back and start killing us for eyeballing

  6        them.

  7             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Mr. Russell, your

  8        time is up.  Next speaker is Helen Henning.

  9                       (Audience members speaking out

 10                       of turn.)

 11             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Good evening,

 12        Ms. Henning.

 13                       (Audience members speaking out

 14                       of turn.)

 15             MR. FOREMAN:  Excuse me.  Can we allow the

 16        speakers to take some time?

 17             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  We have asked

 18        nicely.  People are here that come from all

 19        over the city and want an opportunity to speak.

 20        It's impossible with the running commentary.

 21        So we are asking you to please keep your

 22        comments down so that people at the podium have

 23        an opportunity to speak.  Thank you.

 24             Ms. Henning, please proceed.
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  1             MS. HENNING:  Good afternoon.  My name is

  2        Helen Henning.  I am down here, because I have

  3        been a victim of organized crime and stalking

  4        since 2003.  I have written numerous letters.

  5        I have been down to the US District Attorneys

  6        Office, 219 South Dearborn.  I have been in

  7        2579, 32, I called CNN News trying to get my

  8        story out.  This started in the workplace with

  9        Ann Heart who came down to two the line on me

 10        and got people to gang up on me and escalated

 11        and escalated to now, well, it's calmed down,

 12        to they had to get a task force to follow me

 13        around and just the grace of God that I am not

 14        dead now.  I want to get it out in the open, I

 15        have never in my entire been tied up in gangs,

 16        drugs, I don't do drugs.  And it has caused me

 17        to really be depressed.  I am nervous.  I don't

 18        know what day, if I am going to get killed when

 19        I go out here.  I have come down here, I been

 20        coming here off and on since 2008.  I have a

 21        letter right here that I am getting ready to

 22        take to Pam Zeck.  I was awarded millions of

 23        dollars.  This is the fourth administration I

 24        am going through.  It started in the Phil Klein
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  1        administration.  I have not gotten $1.  The

  2        Mexican drug cartel came into my residence

  3        before I moved now, put cameras in my bedroom,

  4        taped me, trespassed and came back in there,

  5        took the tapes out and passing them around

  6        showing people tapes of me in the privacy of my

  7        home.  Then they get gangs on me, following me

  8        around from place to place even when I go out

  9        of town.  I was so pissed off last week, I went

 10        to Florida, and I seen the elements of it when

 11        I got to the airport.  When I got down there

 12        and I left out of the airport, I know the

 13        elements of it.  They were out waiting on me

 14        when I got to Florida.  I turned around and

 15        booked me a flight and came back home.  I was

 16        so pissed off.  I cannot even stay in my own

 17        home without being policed, even where I live

 18        now, and I live over east in St. Allegheny

 19        apartments.  There's people over there tied up

 20        in this mess.  I have nothing to do with drugs

 21        and gangs, and I want someone to tell me where

 22        these people go when I make these complaints

 23        because everything they do is behind my back

 24        without me knowing.
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  1             MR. FOREMAN:  Thank you, Ms. Henning.

  2             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Final speaker,

  3        Robert More.

  4             At this time all those persons who signed

  5        up in advance to speak have been recognized.

  6             Motion to adjourn?

  7             MR. FOREMAN:  So moved.

  8             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  All in favor?

  9                       (Unanimous ayes.)

 10             PRESIDENT LIGHTFOOT:  Motion passes and

 11        the meeting is adjourned.  Thank you.

 12   
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